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Healthy Dining Trends - US

"Health is becoming less of a section on a menu and is
gradually becoming an overarching lifestyle experience
at restaurants. As restaurants continue to use claims
focused on real, natural food the overall health message
is becoming less about what you can’t have, and instead
is focused on creating a ...

Convenience Store Foodservice -
US

"The c-store (convenience store) foodservice market is
marked by two distinct consumer types. One group
includes frequent c-store customers. These consumers
value variety at c-stores and generally have very positive
views surrounding c-store foodservice offerings. The
other group are infrequent consumers who typically only
purchase one or two items and ...

Fast Casual Restaurants - US

"With a lot of restaurant segments shifting away from
some of their core foundational features, fast casuals
continue to find success by focusing on quality
ingredients and premium dishes in a convenient,
affordable setting. However, with new segments, from
retail to food halls, providing competition as well as
opportunities, fast ...

Full Service Restaurant Trends -
US

2016 for FSRs (full service restaurants) was
characterized by rising prices, same-store traffic
decreases, competition from LSRs (limited service
restaurants), and the bankruptcy of some high-profile
restaurant groups. Despite these challenges, FSRs
continue to shape what and even how consumers eat.
The future may not be clear for many large ...

Seasonal Dining Trends - US

"Seasonal is a term with a clearly defined meaning
associated with it; however, a more subjective and
emotional aspect of seasonal is becoming equally
important in foodservice. As restaurants continue to
find a balance of how seasonal fits into their overall
menu, consumers are paying closer attention to the
details ...

Foodservice -
USA
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